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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

.A Statement of Aesthetics 

"So what is left when life is stripped / Of metaphysic terms" to write about? To 

be inspired by? When the ordering principles of nature and morality are viewed as 

subjective human projections, and when the landscape consists of suburb, production 

housing, what remains? Either a person says and writes nothing in the absence of 

inspiration, or one must take the initiative to transform the situation through language and 

attention until it becomes inspiring. When beauty is not an intrinsic quality but a human 

constmct, the poet is free to determine beauty and artistic subject matter. At the same 

time, there is an opportunity to enter into dialogue with contemporary and historical poets 

to leara from and modify their existing works. Through listening to and adjusting a 

multitude of voices, one develops a distinct and individual voice and perspective. 

My primary attention is to line. If one portion of the nebulous definition of poetry 

holds that a poem speaks not only through written words but blank space, then 

enjambments and line breaks, a syntactical intermptions, may be the most important tool 

in intensifying language. I attempt to break lines in certain ways that allow for multiple 

readings and interpretations, or "momentary fictions" as John Hollander would say. 

These readings may undercut the preceding discourse, suggest something erotic or tragic, 

or reveal a hidden motive in the speaker or subject matter. The poem "Erosion" begins: 

Fantasizing consists of two 

Distinct movements. 

Initially, one might expect that "fantasizing consists of two" people or lovers. But the 

second line resets the poem into a sort of textbook language that is going to explore the 



process of fantasizing. In "Hannah and Elkanah," a new character is introduced into the 

poem: 

A relative of ours maintains murder 

Is committed in the I.V F process, likens himself 

and again, there are subtle fictions developed by the line breaks as to who this character 

is. At first, the relative "maintains murder," casting him in a terribly negative light. But 

then the line is modified by recasting him as a "pro-life" advocate. But then the second 

line ends with "likens himself and again leaves the reader with fictional attachments of 

the character to one murdered or one who murders. 

1 also pay particular attention to form. Not all of my work is written in set 

metrical or rhyming schemes, but I have included a sampling of several traditional forms. 

1 feel that through these poems I have developed most as a writer because of the 

challenges encountered trying to sculpt language into a set of guiding mies, Stmggling 

with the expectations of form teaches me new ways to use language and forces me into a 

deeper educational dialogue with successful formal poets. 

A number of my influences come directly from the collection Outside History by 

Eavan Boland. "Patchwork" is a response to the fifth poem by the same title in her 

"Domestic Interior" series. I adopted her general form and analogy and adapted the 

language and thought to fit my own perspectives, focusing on the subjective human 

activity of ordering and naming rather than viewing the universe as an intrinsically 

ordered and balanced closed system "Not Maud Gonne" drew inspiration from Boland's 

"Envoi," in that I share in her need to discover a muse to "bless the ordinary" and 

"sanctify the common." Again, I retained her general form and major concepts, but 1 

located the poem in the West Texas suburbs instead of Dublin. The narrator separates his 

wife from Maud Goime and stmggles to find a supplement for Yeat's "fiery, red head" 

muse in the midst of his domestic chores. 



1 am most influenced by Boland's endeavor to translate the suburb and ordinary 

landscape into poetry. Whereas she is seeking to redefine the sense of Irish mythology 

specifically toward the presentation of women, my work aims to discuss a spectmm of 

experiences, social/domestic problems, memories, visions, and fantasies capable of 

occurring in even the most "unpoetic" of places, the Lubbock lower-class suburbs. 

Other influences come from Yeats and Auden Both "Song of the Wandering 

Angus" and "Miss Cody" are developed from poems by Yeats: "The Song of Wandering 

Aengus" and "Among School Children" respectively. "Song of Wandering Angus" 

operates primarily as a pun and works to undermine romantic mythology while retaining 

most of Yeats' rhyme and metrical schemes. But as the romanticism of the blind seer and 

the pastoral freedom breaks down with the Angus' comprehension of his impending 

death, so too does the regularity of meter By the end, the meter is restored, not to signify 

the return of the romantic, but the regularity and force of everyday human life. "Miss 

Cody" picks up on Yeats' progression of Maud Gonne from fiery, young muse to old 

woman and applies his reflection on identity to a nursing home resident. 

The removal of the romantic comes primarily from reading early works of Auden. 

There is some retention of the romantic in "Social Wasps and Cabbage White" and "The 

Cultivated State," but these are couched in dream-states and are uhimately woken from. 

Like Auden's early works, expression centers around "what is left when life is stripped / 

of metaphysic terms" and seeks to address human issues in human ways. Even when 

nature is incorporated, it possesses a disregard for human life ("Thinning") or exists 

uhimately as a named and ordered constmct of human rhetoric. "Hannah and Elkanah" 

contrasts two human ordering systems: one that interprets nature and uses natural images 

for religious and moral directive, and one that sees phenomenon and only in the end 

indirectly allegorizes incoming clouds. 

"Media des Bon Temps" plays off'of Auden's "Musee des Beaux Arts." I kept 

the general format, but changed the "old masters" into the contemporary news media 

broadcasters. The broadcasters are "sensitive" to the desires of the media consumers and 

give the people the balance of injustice and tabloid that keeps them watching. Instead of 



suffering being painted off in a subtle corner, suffering is televised and punctuated with 

factoids and commercials. 

Writing in and about the West Texas suburb is a distinct and fascinating challenge 

But even here there is an opportunity for open dialogue with poets from other traditions 

and countries and a plentiftjl resource of material Through the use of line, form, 

dialogue, and adaptation 1 have found ways to interact with both the landscape and the 

larger poetic tradition. 



CHAPTER II 

POEMS 



A Fourteenth Wav 

So what is left when life is stripped 

Of metaphysic terms? The citrus 

Spray of orange peels torn 

And sweet flesh to share between us. 

Coffee grounds and egg shells 

To fertilize the plants, and snails 

Drowned in shallow pans of beer 

To save the radishes and kale 

For our salad. It's a shame 

That more could not remain behind 

Of Wallace Stevens than his words. 

When I read his work I find 

A deep desire to visit him, 

Alive, and know him as a man 

Apart from his anthology. 

But his poetic water can 

Never soak deep enough. 

And no amount of recitation 

Fills the empty chair. I hang 

A fragrant pouch for medication— 



Rue, santolina, sage. 

And gariands of anise to numb 

The mourning heart, which promptly stops 

And asks. Whose garden are these from':' 



Miss Cody 

I 

I slip behind the empty nurses' station 

And type Miss Cody's name in the computer, 

The program scrolls a chart of medications. 

Chronic ailments, and new room number. 

The nurse returns but never asks my reason. 

"Chilly day," she pins a shawl around her; 

We trade places, she settles in her chair 

And talks to her soaps like I'm no longer there 

II. 

1 knew Miss Cody lucid, never young, 

And swear I glimpse her wits behind the spells. 

But who she was and who controls her tongue 

Through fits of rage when recognition fails 

Seem unrelated, different pieces hung 

In separate rooms, yet home by a common nail 

Driven through the wall. Her door is farthest 

Down the patient wing and trimmed for harvest 

III. 

Celebrations. Miss Cody soils her bed. 

There's no poetic trope to gloss the scene: 

Explosive bowel discharge, toe to head. 

Laying stiff in the cold filth, green 

Pallor face muttering names of dead 

And absent children. 1 search the drawers for clean 



Gowns, find fresh linens on a cart in the hall. 

And mouth-breathe to avoid the gagging smell 

IV. 

I draw a shallow bath and let her soak. 

Wad the sheets, and taste the burning hints 

Of getting sick rising in my throat. 

I chant a sterile mantra to convince 

Myself "It's only body fluid," and choke 

Back the bile. I drain the tub and rinse 

Her off. She's silent now and regains color; 

The warm beating shower seems to lull her 

V. 

Into exhausted submission. 1 wrap a towel 

Around her angled shoulders, dry her hair, 

And dress her in new gowns. The room is foul, 

But outside's too cold to circulate the air. 

The nurse's gaping face contorts to growl, 

"What the hell is going on in here?" 

But she sees the pile of sheets and filthy rags. 

Leaves the room, and brings a plastic bag. 

VI. 

We prop Miss Cody in a chair and douse 

The mattress cover with disinfecting spray. 

She starts a fit and grows cantankerous; 

The nurse arranges needles on the tray 

And finds a withered vein, "Let's fix that mouth. 

Miss Cody doesn't wince. The chemicals race 



And take effect before the syringe drains; 

Her jaw hangs loose without the raging brain. 

VII 

So unlike the woman I once knew; 

The face is gaunt, the voice that claws is worn. 

Not the tamed lyric tongue that flew 

For the Methodist choir, the former image torn 

From the latter. But still the subtle clues 

1 persuade myself 1 faintly see adorn 

And make this frame familiar once again. 

Preserve for me the who of what had been. 

10 



Noiichalnnt 

. I have had to kill you. 

-Sylvia Plath 

1 accidentally killed a golden Chow. 

(Snails devoured my vinca bed 

So 1 spread Metaldehyde bait— 

The rest was incidental.) 

The girls across the street wailed 

And stroked their dying dog. 

Of all times to recall my mother, 

How sick it seemed 

Town, prepare a shrine for her. 

Room 113 at the Exchange. 

The patron saint of open squares 

Favors you and comes again 

To Saugerties. You know the tale 

My family hides, about the shameless 

Whore we handed to the mob... 

Standing there, watching children wrestle 

She does not understand 

There is no measure 

Of pride in being the son 

Of a prostitute, claims, 

"It's different. 

They 're old men, 

Older than your father. " 

Such absurdity. But I realized 



1 grasped her choices, touched God 

On the hip, and placated seas 

All with the hands that prepared dinner tonight. 

That soothed my wife after the children left. 

And now summarize her and all she's done 

With a gesture of indifference. 

12 



Song of the Wandering Angus 

I straggled off to the border wood 

And feh a bird land on my head, 

.A falcon blinded in its hood. 

Its talons gripping something dead. 

When 1 shook he spread his wings 

And dug his claws into my snout, 

I shook until I heard him sing, 

"How long until you figure out 

You're destined for the knocker's floor?" 

He left as soundless as he came. 

Without his kill, an ivory hare. 

I sniffed it, blinking off the pain: 

Fresh-mown rye and bloody hair. 

I panicked, spun around, and trampled 

Every young and hollow tree 

In my path. Branches tore 

My legs and flanks, electric wire 

Brought me to a blind, dead 

Halt. Beyond the fence a highway 

Roared, and people tumed their heads 

And honked and waved and pointed and waved. 

13 



Excavating the Ruin 

Last summer 1 unearthed a daughter, 

A water hauler judging 

By the bone wear, property; 

A Bronze Age fertility idol 

Shattered in the dust dated her and blew 

Our theories about older ages for the layer. 

1 came across her by accident 

Drilling through the strata of nine 

Cities founded on her little tomb. 

The chamber formed by collapsed 

Walls contemporary with the wide spread 

Carbon deposit, evidences of violent conquest. 

It took a week to widen the shaft 

And work a way into her pocket; she was younger 

Than expected, thirteen, fourteen at most 

And well preserved. I sifted her surroundings 

Through a wire screen, collected bone shards 

And bone beads; cause of death: compound fractures 

14 



To both femurs, blunt-impact head trauma 

Under the debris more figurines with bulging 

Eyes, dozens of breasts (Or possibly eggs) 

Pimpling their torsos: instmments 

Of worship, standard business trip souvenirs 

Meant to thrill the unexpecting wife back home. 

15 



"Patchwork": a Response to Eavan Boland 

1 have been reflecting, specifically, 

On your verse. 

Or more specifically, how your patchwork 

Analogy works 

When set beside my quihing. 

My accumulated remnants 

Of ticking and retired garments: 

Terry-cloth bathrobes, abstract 

Printed curtains, cambric, calico— 

Are washed and shmnk. 

Waiting for an ordering vision; 

There's always a secondhand 

Component: an inherited method 

Of placing and tacking, 

A familiar machine surging 

Upstairs or in a converted garage. 

Stitching fast the arrangement. 

I too anticipate the dark. 

What were once considered dim. 

Solitary stars are now pin-wheel 

Galaxies diffiising 

From a primordial point. 

16 



Driven by neither skill nor art; 

But we guide 

Scrap after scrap of dissimilar 

Shape, pattern, and texture 

Under the foot, turn 

The seams inward to conceal 

The unbecoming threads 

Of our labor: 

We are ashamed of our work 

Because it leaves us 

Alone. After we cut and fit. 

We appreciate: in well lit rooms, 

On frigid Febmary nights. 

And we forget 

These are disconnected pieces 

Patched together by our craft. 

17 



Drought 

The red yuccas at the end 

Of the driveway rattle cracked 

Pods, and the air under the porch 

Floods with paper-wasps. 

Holes perforate the bare ground; 

Cicada shells Une the railing. 

A yellow film of juniper pollen coats 

The cars and vinyl-siding; developed 

Thunderheads mutter several counties 

East, headed south. No birds— 

Dragonflies ride the updrafts, wings 

Pulsing at long intervals, and cicadas. 

Transformed after seven buried years, climb 

High in the silver elm and shriek. 

18 



House Warming 

Evening on the sixth day 

In our new house; we are both nauseous 

And complaining about dull. 

Chronic headaches. The nine vohs 

From the alarms test positive 

Against my tongue but were installed 

Back-ward by the previous owner. 

Ten minutes pass, and the house 

Pulses with sirens—carbon monoxide. 

Dry snow, the first this year, swirls 

Down the street, and we open the windows 

And close off the gas lines 

To the panel-ray heaters. We light 

Candles under the kitchen and bathroom sinks 

And boil a stockpot of water on the stove. 

I dip mugs in the pot and brew Great-Value tea. 

Hear a thud and turn to see my wife 

On the tile floor stmggling 

Into her ski-pants. She zips up, opens the freezer. 

And pulls out the basil infused vodka. We altemate 

Sips and shots. "You never talk to me 

When you write," she says, "And there's not enough sex." 

The mercury reads forty-one in the living room. 

We shut the windows and reset the alarms Ten minutes 

19 



And nothing—to which we drink another round. "Listen" 

1 recite a handflil of lyrics and shmg. She scowls at me. 

Straightens her posture, expands her slender ribcage, and sings 

Durante; sound emerges from the floor behind her. 

Shimmers around the track lighting spanning the ceiling. 

Chunks of carbon rattle down the heat exchange; 

The single-paned windows drip and streak with wet. 

20 



Course 

Evening siphons from the ashes. 

Renders indistinct the faces 

Of retail clerks and middle-managers 

Turning wheels within the glass 

And steel enclosures of their cars. 

Without expression we drain home 

To nondescript meals and sleep perhaps 

Preceded by sex, or thoughts of sex. 

No thoughts tonight. Desert willows 

Stammer in the wind, articulate 

A current present 1 cannot feel, 

A movement deflected by my house. 

21 



Erosion 

Fantasizing consists of two 

Distinct movements. 

One, depreciation: the way 

1 juxtapose her, seated at the cherry 

Breakfast table lifting and dropping 

A teaspoon against the Kaiser 

Saucer, swollen-eyed 

And threatening to kick 

Me out if she can't have 

A puppy, now, with a cold-front 

Dust-storm blowing through. Followed by 

Aggrandizement: counter-she. 

Featured like a starling, pushing aside 

Lady Grey, leaning in and reflecting 

Back what she hears. I watch the loose 

Comers of her mouth, trace 

The flow of fabric away from her 

Collarbone, and stare at its contours. 

Her skin veiling that smooth, thin bone 

Until humor retums in spite 

Of so much ground displaced by wind. 

9 0 



Frightened 

Crows erupt from the barley. 

They noticed the black buttons 

Measured and spwn on my straw-man's 

Burlap face. I researched wardrobes 

At the Thursday market where weather-

Beaten men suck their teeth 

On the courthouse steps and curse 

All winged pests from thrips to chicken hawk: 

Plaid flannel and overalls carried the vote. 

A woman suggested a hint of fox urine. 

But the elders wagged their heads. 

I sided with the majority, and so hangs 

My angry Saint Francis 

Frowning on the birds of the field. 

My field. 

My desperate burst of black. 



Social Wasps and Cabbage White 

While spading fists of crabgrass Saturday 

1 passed out on the lawn and heard the drone 

Of hornet wings circling where I lay. 

1 propped my head against an edging stone, 

Smelled the garden blossoms, moist decay. 

And seized on the encroaching monotone, 

I waved my hands around my head and ears. 

Saw muted grays and white—vision failed: 

I dreamed a golden field of wheat and tares 

And watched as brazened reapers rolled and baled 

Both grain and darnel mingled without care; 

I heard a clutch of well-dressed children wail 

And tattle to the straw-boss on his horse 

Who tossed his head and laughed without remorse. 

"Of course they are!" he boomed; their faces fell. 

He roared across the field, "Let's make it fast!" 

The scythes whistled; the sagging carts stood fiill; 

The reapers palmed their coins and quickly left. 

A sweaty shiver triggered my revival; 

And I, shallow-breathing in the grass 

Felt a subtle beat, a cabbage white. 

Lifting from my brow in silent flight. 
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Media des Bon Temps 

Concerning misfortune they are sensitive 

To their audience, broadcasters: how swift they undertake 

To inculpate senior level executives; how accidents readily cast 

As injustice acted upon unwitting saps through faulty hoses and typographical errors; 

How they syncopate suffering 

With the beneficial yields of protein heavy regimens, some terrier 

Bitch scratching out her master's 

Fortune, flashes of pop-star cleavage, and hope 

For conquering male and female erectile dysftinction; 

How, before the weekend invocations for a faith-based 

Consumption of the lamenting earth, there needs to be investigation 

Over restricted exits and pyrotechnics, an inquiry 

Into policies and oversights culminating in death by fire: 

Take a Febmary morning, for an hour, when commuters tum eyes upward 

From traffic to locate remnants of the expensive delicate ship 

Slipped from the atmosphere and scattered over cotton fields 

And residential neighborhoods, then proceed to work to speculate 

Launch debris and undisclosed memos over lunch, ever watching. 
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Hannah and Elkanah 

I adjust the cmise control while my wife draws her nightly dose 

Of ovary stimulating hormone. Another woman 

Waits in Pecos or another state, drawing injections 

To thicken her uterine lining, to prepare a fertile bed 

Where the implanted cells might root. 

And we are not allowed to know her name. 

Only that her husband's sperm is weak, and she is filled 

With broken eggs. 

A relative of ours maintains murder 

Is committed in the I.V F process, likens himself 

To one standing before a vapor shrouded bridge, obligated 

To waving and shouting. The way is out, at unaware motorists 

Who, thus informed and forewarned, are free to chance the clouds 

Or pull to the shoulder and wave with him under an orange-gray sky. 

Such blanketed ether tonight: 

He would report blazing forests illuminate the heavens. 

But we see the diffused glow of sprawling urban lights; 

He would witness sparks and drifting embers littering the highway. 

No, showers of wind-shed pine needles flash through our fog lamps; 

Columns of smoke roll out of his burning thickets and obscure the span, 

But we feel the temperature reaching dew point. 

See a dense bank of mist riding a cold front 

Down the mountains, down the river's path. 

Laden with the hope of long awaited rains. 

26 



Not Maud Gonne 

She's not Maud Gonne, and it's my turn 

To scrape the burnt drippings out of the oven. 

Fmitless mulberries shed around our single story 

Home, and the morning glories wane on the arbor 

A week away from Thanksgiving. I plucked 

A scrawny little red-head 

Zinnia from the bed this moming to adorn my desk. 

And there it radiates, indoors, solitary 

While I rake the mbbery yellow leaves and rip 

The shriveled mnners from the trellis. 1 cross 

Another chore off my list, scribble two 

More in its place, and watch her, pregnant 

With undone projects, lounging on the stoop. 

Rolling the zinnia between her slender fingers. 

She's not Maud Gonne, but in our vacuum 

Of myth, our manicured neighborhood. 

She plays the Muse. I flush the gutters and change 

The air fdter under the flirnace, pour gasoline 

Around the stump that refuses to die and plant 

Junipers along the fence. I pry the glass mezuzah 

Off the doorjamb and pack it in wadded newspaper; 
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But she notices its absence and nails it up again 

// 's pretty, she says and tucks the zinnia inside. 

Its mddy petals blush through the frosted glass. 

28 



Oversight 

1 read in your verse a mistreatment of me, 

But 1 do not blame you, Walt Whitman, for defending yourself; 

My repose threatened your own, so you wrote 

Me out of your catalog. 

In my fiction you know my name. We are comrades loafing 

On fescue along Union lines during an artillery volley, and your fingers are stained 

From collecting fistfuls of blades. Whose? 

You ask me, a euphoric chill coursing your spine. 

No one s, I reply with mirrored joy. 

Your gaze grows distant, and you turn away; 

A wild whistling of shells, then splinters and dirt showering us, 

1 am reduced to an unnamed patient 

Lying next to you on the surgeon's table. We are bleeding. 

Both of us, and the scalpel has time to save 

Only one. You reach and press your hand over my face. 

Cover the smile you cannot suffer, and I am silenced 

By the ether-soaked rag 

Neatly folded and dropped to the floor. 

29 



The Cultivated State 

1 dreamt my garden burst four hundred sprouts, 

A fledgling nation curled, vibrant, strong 

Empting from conditioned soil rich 

With table scraps and lava sand. Sweat 

And blistered hands prepared this model world 

Where every seed receives an equal share. 

And now with firm unfiirled leaves and sturdy 

Stems they photosynthesize the days. 

The weakest bean is hardy as a weed. 

The strongest stalks bow courteous and kind. 

Growing sweet before the Lord as tender 

Shoots. O verdant patriotic state! 

O democratic paradise, republic 

Linking arms, united row by row. 

Your branches interlocked toward one ideal. 

But peace devolves within the week, weaves 

A choking web of famished, tangled life 

Propelled by chlorophyll. Starvation-yellow 

Creeps into the leaves. The lesser children 

Wilt beneath the famished gods and feed 

The earth their withered limbs. Forty yield 

A stunted crop, and six survive the frost. 

My nation, fragile nation, you produce 

Reluctant awe in me, juxtaposed 

30 



With dread The chances offered every child 

(The public schools, equality in class, 

A college education, subsidized 

Degrees) are noble quests but treacherous 

In time, like crowded beans in finite rows. 

My nation, fertile nation, your expanse 

Is hemmed by oceans, your economy 

Depends on want and war and weather. Reign 

With care. 

Reflection, my dear President, 

Is all 1 ask of you. Consider hard 

The roads you pave. Recall the roads of Rome, 

31 



Thinning 

Rain-heavy woodchips dry 

In the heat of the chainsaw engine 

And flake from my arms. 1 close 

The choke; the static pines ring 

Through lunch—my penalty 

For not wearing ear-plugs. 

Mid-summer storms uprooted 

Three older trees, opened 

The canopy for late-morning 

Light to penetrate down to saplings 

And saturate my front porch. 

The ringing dissipates 

As I walk to the swollen creek to bathe 

And procrastinate returning. 

The water is cold and cluttered 

With bank-debris, I unlace my boots. 

Wrestle off damp socks, 

—A deer-tick engorged on my ankle. 
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Rock Throwing in Attica 

My grandfather was a hostage in the prison riots— 

Beaten with a two by four, shot in the head. 

And still he survived the troopers who rescued him. 

The state paid restitution 

To the inmates' families. 

And he retired with his pension 

To blue-tint glasses flill of ginger ale 

And Glenlivet, a seemingly endless supply 

Of crappies to sUce for bait. 

They don'I feel anything 

Once they 're out of the water. 

And tales of emergency amputations 

Performed en-route to tent hospitals 

In unoccupied France, 

I discovered a metallic boom 

One Tuesday spent throwing rocks 

Into the gully behind his house, 

1 orchestrated the delicate treble 

Of bottle shards, the hollow thud 

Of rotted trees, the mstle 

Of panicked squirrels, but this report 

Hahed my symphony. 

// 'sjust an oil drum. 

Or a wrecked car pushed over the edge. 
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Or tumors in the woods. 

1 threw again and again, both hands 

Raining stones down the thirty foot drop 

Until raging dmmfire filled my ears. 



Stray 

It began a mystery of ducks 

Snapped backward and half-eaten 

In the park, an unnatural scene. 

But when Ms. Lee's Bichon Frise broke 

Into the news, contorted and consumed 

Miles from home, it was broadcast 

Something was wrong. 

Driving home, I squeezed through SUVs 

Crowding my street; station crews 

And civilians in lawn-chairs adjusting 

Cameras and binoculars in the empty 

Lot behind my house, aiming 

At the water-tower one block over. 

1 gathered that it was off hunting, and in its absence 

The spectators mulled over whether or not 

The tarsi were banded, agreed 

It was a she, immature, and naturally fond 

Of water fowl and small mammals. 

A man extended a book 

Over my fence and poked at a picture 

Captioned Gyrfalcon. He licked his lips. 

Can't wait to see for myself 
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Fire Eater 

1 was seven when 1 graduated to pismire. 

Creeping over the back of the couch, feeding 

On Dad's unfolding crossword. I came to terms 

Eavesdropping on him resolve the tension of letters. 

Words confined and compressed by each other, 

Hemmed by the black and white numbered frame. 

Every weekend I witnessed him write the skeleton fat. 

And feasted on the emerging, meaty beast. 

Desire flared within me, my eyeballs itched 

To see them, pismires, not the measly ants 

Probing along the caulking on the kitchen counter. 

But the big ones, the ones worthy of the name, 

I dug the reading glass out of the catch-all drawer 

And found them boiling up through a crack in the driveway. 

One wrestled a curled-up jumping spider. 

Larger-than-life pinchers gripped the fist-shaped corpse 

And dmg it down under the pavement. Pismire. 

Another one maneuvered a barbed cricket leg; 

The hooks latched onto the asphah, but the mighty one. 

The one suited for the terrible name tore it free by bmte force 

And started to smoke—rolled up, sizzled, and popped. 

I bolted inside and spied over the couch, desperate 

To consume them, the words greater thanfire. 
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Expendables 

There are imported residents: Mexican 

Heather, Copper Canyon, wet-weather 

Saint Augustine planted in lieu of indigenous 

Cactus, white-yucca, and chaparral. 

Around the fringe of cultivated beds: spreading gossips. 

Sugar-daddies, cock's comb, and Laura Bush 

Petunias in sun-brittled terra-cotta. 

They are not expected to acclimate 

To the broad. West Texas spectmm 

Of temperatures, but for brief windows 

Are employed to radiate their outiand hues 

For suburb yards, then shrink away. 
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